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SarStart for Dogs Testimonial
After posting about Senna’s toe problem, a PAWSter all the way up in Kansas suggested
trying a new supplement called SarStart for Dogs. Supposed to be especially good for
arthritis and stiff joints (and Senna has arthritis in several of his toes). I started using SarStart
just a few weeks ago on all my boys except Braedan. I really didn’t expect to see anything
dramatic, although Jenn said she noticed positive changes in especially her older dog after
about a month on SarStart. I was therefore, intrigued when I started seeing changes in Tristan
after just a week on the supplement.
If you saw my email about
Tristan’s
birthday, you
saw the photo of
him on the
agility table with
his Frisbee in his
mouth. This in
itself was
completely new.
Although it used
to be a favorite
thing for him to
do (get up on the
table and wait
for me to come
play tug with his
Frisbee), it’s
probably been
Tristan
close to a year
since Tristan has been on the table. I was, therefore, surprised when I saw him on it and
trying to engage me in play. And it wasn’t just a one-time occurrence. I thought it was a
fluke, but Tristan offered up the table a few more times while we were outside that particular
day, and he’s continued to get on the table from time to time since.
In addition to this change, I’ve noticed that Tristan is not losing his back legs and stumbling
and falling nearly as much as he had been. This has been particularly noticeable when I’m
tossing his Frisbee to him. One PAWSter commented yesterday after class that she’d never
seen Tristan quite as frisky/active. She’s used to Tristan simply strolling around
looking/begging for treats. Yesterday Sherry actually saw Tristan run for his Frisbee.

I’m also seeing changes in Boomer (who’s 6 months younger than Tristan). He’s also
become more active outdoors. Without asking, he’s also been offering to get on the small
table in the field. I’ve also caught him on the contact trainer, and he offered up the weave-amatics without my asking. Like Tristan, Boomer is more interested in getting free food these
days, so to see him offering up obstacles on his own was quite astonishing.
I’ve also noticed that neither Tristan nor Boomer have been sleeping as hard (i.e. making me
sometimes think they’ve passed away), nor have they been sleeping as much. From our
kitchen window, we’re seeing Tristan wandering around in the front yard several times during
the day. Considering he has back porch steps to descend and ascend (we have a ramp, but he
doesn’t like it), this is also unusual for him.
Needless to say, I’m utterly amazed at the changes in both Boomer and Tristan since starting
them on this new vitamin supplement. I’ve told several folks about it and they’ve already
checked into buying SarStart online. Jenn checked with the sales rep, and he said that
changes usually take 4-6 weeks, but he felt that the age of Tristan and Boomer may have
contributed to the more rapid improvement I’ve seen. Whatever the case, I like it!
If you’d like to try it on your dog(s), the website is www.SarTec.com. If you look at the
bottom left corner of the home page, you’ll see SarStart for Dogs listed.

This is some good stuff!!! - Debbie Spence*
*Debbie Spence attended her first agility class at Dallas Agility Working Group (DAWG) back in
1989 and has been a member ever since. In November 1996, she opened her own school,
PAWSitive Agility Working School (PAWS) in Keller, Texas, where she has established a notably
successful training program that has enabled her students to enhance their bond with their dogs
while enjoying the challenges of training and competing in the exciting sport of dog agility
(www.pawsagility.com).

